
HackTheBox – Postman

S  ummary

• Discovery of unsecured redis server.
• Exploited redis server to inject public SSH key into authorized_keys allowing SSH 

authentication as the user – redis.
• Discovered user – Matt and a backup for the users SSH key.
• Cracked SSH key to discover Matts password.
• The cracked password is used in several places, including the login panel for Webmin.
• Used discovered credentials against Webmin to exploit CVE-2019-12840 which is a remote 

code execution vulnerability.
• Used RCE to create reverse shell as root user.
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Recon

I added 10.10.10.160 to /etc/hosts as postman.htb. I began by running a fast port scan against the 
top 1000 ports followed by a fast scan of all ports.

I followed this up with a more thorough scan of the discovered open ports, revealing 2 particularly 
interesting end points – a Redis server and a http server hosting Webmin.

# Nmap 7.80 scan initiated Sun Jun 21 15:10:58 2020 as: nmap -A -p22,80,6379,10000 -oN nmap.txt postman.htb
Nmap scan report for postman.htb (10.10.10.160)
Host is up (0.030s latency).

PORT      STATE SERVICE VERSION
22/tcp    open  ssh     OpenSSH 7.6p1 Ubuntu 4ubuntu0.3 (Ubuntu Linux; protocol 2.0)
| ssh-hostkey: 
|   2048 46:83:4f:f1:38:61:c0:1c:74:cb:b5:d1:4a:68:4d:77 (RSA)
|   256 2d:8d:27:d2:df:15:1a:31:53:05:fb:ff:f0:62:26:89 (ECDSA)
|_  256 ca:7c:82:aa:5a:d3:72:ca:8b:8a:38:3a:80:41:a0:45 (ED25519)
80/tcp    open  http    Apache httpd 2.4.29 ((Ubuntu))
|_http-server-header: Apache/2.4.29 (Ubuntu)
|_http-title: The Cyber Geek's Personal Website
6379/tcp  open  redis   Redis key-value store 4.0.9
10000/tcp open  http    MiniServ 1.910 (Webmin httpd)
|_http-title: Site doesn't have a title (text/html; Charset=iso-8859-1).
Warning: OSScan results may be unreliable because we could not find at least 1 open and 1 closed port
Aggressive OS guesses: Linux 3.2 - 4.9 (95%), Linux 3.1 (95%), Linux 3.2 (95%), AXIS 210A or 211 Network 
Camera (Linux 2.6.17) (94%), Linux 3.18 (94%), Linux 3.16 (93%), ASUS RT-N56U WAP (Linux 3.4) (93%), 
Oracle VM Server 3.4.2 (Linux 4.1) (93%), Android 4.1.1 (93%), Android 4.2.2 (Linux 3.4) (93%)
No exact OS matches for host (test conditions non-ideal).
Network Distance: 2 hops
Service Info: OS: Linux; CPE: cpe:/o:linux:linux_kernel

TRACEROUTE (using port 80/tcp)
HOP RTT      ADDRESS
1   57.09 ms 10.10.14.1
2   57.95 ms postman.htb (10.10.10.160)
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FootHold

Testing the Redis server reveals that it is possible to access remotely without authentication, further 
testing also confirms the existence of an .ssh directory, this makes it possible to inject my own 
public key into the authorized_keys, which will ultimately allow me to authenticate via SSH.

I copied id_rsa.pub into a text file named driggzzzz.txt, I then uploaded this file to redis and saved it
into authorized_keys. Attempting to authenticate as the user redis via SSH was successful.
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Privelege Escalation – User: Matt

Enumerating the /home directory leads to the discovery of the user – Matt, however there is not 
much of use within this directory.

Searching elsewhere for files belonging to Matt nets what appears to be a backup copy of the users 
SSH key.
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It isn't possible to authenticate using this key as a password is required. The password however can 
be cracked using ssh2john to convert the key into a hash which can then be cracked by JtR, 
revealing the password for the account.

It is still not possible to authenticate using the private key, possibly because it has been changed 
since. The password however has been reused and it is possible to authenticate using just the 
password.
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Privilege Escalation - Root

The discovered credentials are also reused on the WebMin service running on port 10000, checking 
the service shows that it is runing as version 1.910. This software has a known Authenticated 
Remote Code Execution exploit known as CVE-2019-12840.

There is a metasploit module for exploiting this, I however chose to run the exploit manually.
By sending a crafted POST request to package-updates/update.cgi it is possible to execute 
commands remotely. I sent a base64 encoded bash reverse shell payload. The post data was:

mode=updates&u=acl%2Fapt&u=| {PAYLOAD};&search=&ok=Update+Selected+Packages

It is also worth noting that my payload initially failed due to a “+” in the base64 encoded payload 
because this was interpreted as a space, this was easily fixed by URL encoding the “+”.
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I ran a listener using nc and submitted the POST request, this granted me a reverse shell as the root 
user.
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